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ABSTRACT We experimentally demonstrate the use of an integrated optical frequency comb (OFC) for
remotely generating low-phase noise millimeter-waves (mm-waves) carriers. The Indium Phosphide (InP)
device is composed of phase modulators in tandem and is configurable in OFC center frequency and tone
spacing. The device is applied in a centralized radio access network (C-RAN) architecture and the realized
OFC is transported over 12.5 km of a conventional single-mode fiber (SMF) link aiming to remotely generate
mm-waves. The impairments induced by the chromatic dispersion (CD) on the photodetected electrical
carriers are evaluated, i.e., the periodic RF power fluctuations based on the electrical frequency and the SMF
length. Experimental results demonstrate that, by properly managing the phase modulator bias and the phase
delay supplied to the PIC, the impact of CD on the electrical carriers can be significantly reduced, leading the
optical frequency comb to sum up in-phase after the photodetection process. The OFC-based and remotely
generated carrier at 28 GHz is used to up-convert a 100 MHz 5G new radio (NR) signal, demonstrating
suitable root mean square error vector magnitude (EVMRMS) performance. Indeed, the OFC-based 5G NR
signals met the 3GPP requirements with margins up to 7.7%, which enables the 5G wireless link at 28 GHz.
Therefore, the proposed system is able to remotely generate mm-waves signal while minimizing the fading
impact on the electrical signals, allowing to replace high-frequency up-converters at the remote 5G radio
units.

INDEX TERMS 5G, fading-free mm-waves generation, low phase noise, optical frequency comb (OFC),
photonic integrated circuits (PIC).

I. INTRODUCTION
In the last years, the continuously improving wireless
technology standards had huge positive impacts on soci-
ety and industry, which are expected to increase in the
upcoming years with the fifth and the sixth generations
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of mobile networks (namely 5G and 6G). 5G enables new
value-added applications, encompassing enhanced mobile
broadband (eMBB), ultra-reliable and low-latency commu-
nications (URLLC), and also massive machine-type com-
munications (mMTC) [1]. The 5G radio access network
(RAN) has been commercially deployed around the globe,
initially in a non-standalone (NSA) mode using the control
plane of the legacy networks, and then in a standalone (SA)
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implementation, enabling the full 5G capabilities [2]. In par-
allel to the 5G deployment, the sixth generation of mobile
services (6G) already started to be developed worldwide,
planning to provide further enhanced performance and effi-
ciency to the future demands [3].

5G as well as 6G trends concern the use of high oper-
ating frequencies, and consequently, bandwidths. In this
regard, several frequency ranges have been standardized for
the 5G New Radio (5G NR) interface, including frequency
range 1 (FR1) from 410 MHz to 7.125 GHz and frequency
range 2 (FR2) from 24.25 GH to 52.6 GHz [2]. The huge
amount of spectrum available in FR2 enables 5G mm-wave
access points using up to 400 MHz bandwidths, aiming
to achieve Gbit/s throughput [4]. Along the same lines,
6G prospects indicate higher bandwidths and frequencies
to reach communications beyond Gbit/s. As a consequence,
advanced techniques for generating mm-waves and THz
signals with high spectral purity and low phase noise are
mandatory [5]. However, purely electronic-based oscillators
are typically bulky, power-hungry, and expensive. In this
context, photonics-based frequency generation is attractive to
enable optical-wireless convergence by optically generating
and distributing mm-waves and THz signals [6], [7].

Among the photonics-based techniques for mm-waves
generation, heterodyne detection is the most used scheme,
requiring phase coherence between two optical tones to gen-
erate low-phase-noise electrical signals at a frequency equal
to the spacing between the two optical carriers [8]. Although
the heterodyne mechanism is relatively straightforward, the
use of uncorrelated optical carriers generates noisy RF sig-
nals. For this reason, additional techniques and devices are
required to obtain coherently locked tones and, consequently,
low-phase-noise mm-wave signals.

Photonic-assisted generation of mm-wave signals has
been reported using a dual-wavelength mode-locked laser
(MLL) [9], optical injection locking (OIL) [10], and optical
phase-lock loop (OPLL) [11] to establish the carrier phase
correlation. Optical frequency multiplication (OFM) tech-
niques based on external modulation (EM) have also been
reported [12], [13]. An alternative approach for generating
mmwaves exploits optical frequency combs (OFC). An OFC
consists of a series of optical spectral tones, equally spaced
and coherent in phase, generated by a single device or sub-
system [14]. Comb-based mm-wave generation is the most
flexible technique since, if necessary, it can provide multi-
ple frequencies with the very same device, and it requires
a much lower electrical input frequency compared to other
approaches as it inherently performs an N-time frequency
multiplication. Different sources and effects have been used
to generate OFCs, including mode-locked lasers [15], Kerr-
based approaches exploiting multiple four-wave mixing
(FWM) or micro-resonators [16], [17], and also electro-optic
modulators [18], [19].

Each solution has pros and cons in consideration of
the particular application. Although electro-optic frequency
combs are typically characterized by a smaller frequency

TABLE 1. Electrical signal generation based on photonic techniques.

spacing in respect of the previously presented techniques,
this scheme offers suitable noise properties, since it is based
on the noises from the laser and RF sources. In addition,
such a technique provides remarkable flexibility in terms of
comb wavelength and frequency spacing, and a huge poten-
tial for photonic integration [20], [21], all of which are key
features for the 5G and 6G network deployment. In addition,
recent progress on integrated photonics [22], a research field
focused on miniaturizing and integrating multiple optical
components on a chip [23], has indicated the huge potential
of photonic integrated circuits (PIC). Table 1 reports the
state-of-the-art on photonics-based frequency generation and
multiplication.

Comparing this work with the literature, just a few works
used PICs or integrated OFC for generating mm-waves,
the most part employed bench-top components. In addition,
a small fraction of them focuses on the remote generation,
considering the optical fronthaul link, therefore, removing the
impairments induced by chromatic dispersion (CD). Lastly,
most of the works focused only on the comb generation, with-
out demonstrating the application of the generated mm-wave
signals. In addition, our previous work [30] focused only
on the low-phase-noise mm-wave generation using the inte-
grated OFC, without the transmission across an optical fiber
link as well as the 5G up-conversion and evaluation. With
respect to [31], we have enhanced the OFC generation by
including an electrical amplifier at the phase modulator (PM)
input, and we have studied and minimized the impact of chro-
matic dispersion on the photonics-based remotely-generated
mm-wave signals. Accordingly, this work stands out as a
full-fledged 5G deployment, encompassing the remote low-
phase-noise mm-wave generation based on integrated OFC,
the use of a 12.5 km optical fiber link, the up-conversion
and performance evaluation of a 28 GHz 5G new radio (NR)
signal, demonstrating the feasibility of the proposed system
to enable 5G mm-wave hotspots.

II. PHOTONIC INTEGRATED FREQUENCY COMB
Multiple photonic integration technologies have been devel-
oped in the last years: the Indium Phosphide (InP) platform
is particularly suited for telecom and microwave photonics
applications since it allows the monolithic integration of
many active and passive components, ranging from lasers,
modulators, waveguides, detectors, etc.
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FIGURE 1. Integrated optical frequency comb schematic. Distributed
Bragg reflector laser diode (DBR-LD); multi-mode interference (MMI);
phase modulator (PM); general purpose Input/Output (GPIO);
semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA); spot-size converter (SSC).

Fig. 1 presents the block diagram of the InP photonic
integrated frequency comb. The device was designed and
fabricated in a multi-project wafer run, using a generic inte-
gration technology [32]. It was initially characterized in [20]
and [21]: in this work it is applied to remotely generate
mm-waves and up-convert a 5G signal. A continuous-wave
(CW) light source is used to provide a seed signal for OFC
generation, setting also the OFC central frequency. For this
purpose either an on-chip distributed Bragg reflector laser
diode (DBR-LD) or an external laser diode can be exploited.
Spot-size converters (SSCs) positioned at the PIC edge allow
the coupling of the external laser and of the OFC output while
minimizing insertion losses.

The coupling and splitting of the light in the PIC are
performed by multi-mode interference (MMI) devices. After
the DBR-LD and the input SSC, a 2 × 1 MMI is used to
combine the CW light sources. Afterward, the optical carrier
is sent to a dual-drive Mach-Zehnder modulator (DD-MZM),
which modulates the optical signal in amplitude. The MZM
consists of a 1 × 2 MMI splitter, followed by two phase
modulators (PM), and an identical MMI used as a combiner.
The PMs exploit the quantum confined Stark effect, resulting
in a bandwidth of 7-GHz and a Vπ of 5 V. After crossing the
DD-MZM, two further cascaded PMs are used to induce a
phase modulation, increasing the modulation index and thus
the OFC bandwidth. Finally, a 500-µm long semiconductor
optical amplifier (SOA) based on amulti-quantum-well struc-
ture is used to amplify the generated OFC. The SOA emission
is centered at 1535 nm with a bandwidth of 62 nm.

Fig. 2 shows the photograph of the assembled photonic
integrated circuit and a zoom-in view of the chip. The PIC is
mounted on a metal chuck and connected via wire bonds to a
custom-designed printed circuit board (PCB). Four RF ports
are connected to the PM sections, whereas a GPIO is used
to feed the DBR-LD sections and the SOA. The chip size is
approximately 5 × 5 mm2, however, the effective footprint

FIGURE 2. PIC mounted on a metal chuck and assembled with a
custom-designed printed circuit board; zoom-in-view of the chip.

of the PIC is approximately 4.5 × 2.5 mm2. The integrated
chip also comprises additional test DBR-LDs, SOAs, and
PMs used to qualify the fabrication process and simplify the
characterization of the individual components.

III. INTEGRATED OFC APPLIED TO FADING-FREE REMOTE
5G MM-WAVE GENERATION
Fig. 3 describes the experimental setup employed to demon-
strate the fading-free remote mm-wave generation assisted
by an integrated OFC. The device has been positioned in
a centralized radio access network (C-RAN) scheme, more
specifically, in a central office (CO), aiming to generate and
transport the OFC. At the remote station (remote radio unit,
RRU), the OFC optically generates low-phase-noise mm-
waves, aiming to replace expensive, power-hungry, and bulky
high-frequency oscillators. To generate a wide and clean
optical frequency comb, phase modulators must be driven
with in-phase RF signals and the proper DC bias voltages.
The RF signal frequency dictates the OFC spacing, whereas
the RF and bias voltages directly impact the number and the
flatness of the comb lines.

Initially, a 4-GHz sinusoidal signal has been provided by an
RF generator (Keysight E8267D) at the central office, which
dictates the optical frequency comb spacing. The signal has
been amplified and divided into four bymeans of an electrical
amplifier (EA) and a splitter, respectively. The phases have
been adjusted by using phase shifters (PS). Four bias tees
combined the 4-GHz electrical signals with the DC signals.
The cascaded PMs have been driven with multiples of Vπ

to maximize the modulation index and thus the comb band-
width, whereas the dual-driveMach- Zehnder modulator with
Vπ to optimize the comb shape [18].

Concerning the PIC output, a high numerical aperture fiber
array has been accurately aligned at the chip edge employing
a 3-axis micro-positioner, since the OFC emission occurs via
free-space optics (FSO). The fiber array placement can be
observed on the right-hand side of Fig. 2 with the red arrows
highlighting the OFC output port and the external laser input
port. The comb output power was around -2 dBm, measured
using a wide-area detector, whereas the fiber-coupled optical
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FIGURE 3. Block diagram of the proposed photonics-based remote 5G mm-waves generations based on an integrated OFC. Electrical amplifier - EA;
PS - phase shifter; Erbium-doped fiber amplifier - EDFA; central office (CO) single-mode fiber - SMF; PD - photodetector; vector signal analyzer - VSA;
remote radio unit - RRU.

FIGURE 4. 4-GHz spacing OFC obtained by the heterodyne detection
technique.

power was around -7 dBm, resulting in 5 dB losses caused by
the coupling/alignment. After the proper alignment, an opti-
cal spectrum analyzer (OSA) (Anritsu MS9740A) has been
used to measure the optical frequency comb. However, the
OSA resolution is 0.07 nm, enabling the visualization of
optical frequencies spaced by at least 9 GHz. Aiming to
overcome the coarse OSA resolution, we have used a hetero-
dyne detection technique followed by MATLAB processing
to accurately image the OFC. For this purpose, we have
considered the CSV files of the optical spectrum envelope
measured by the OSA, the electrical frequency comb mea-
sured by the high-speed PD, and the main PD features.

Fig. 4 presents the resulting optical frequency comb with
4 GHz frequency spacing. A relatively flat-top OFC can
be appreciated, occupying around 240 GHz (193.38 THz
up to 193.62 THz). Considering that the optical frequency
comb noise floor is around -67 dBm, 21 frequencies reported
an optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) higher than 40 dB.
We could achieve a flatter top comb by adding electrical
amplifiers at the phase modulator input, however, a flat top
comb is not required for the optical frequency multiplication

application. Therefore, the variation observed in the flat part
of the comb is higher than 1 dB. In any case, one can note
19 tones within 5 dB from the maximum and around 10 tones
within a 3 dB range. Therefore, the OFC bandwidth and
the strong phase correlation among the optical carriers are
suitable for generating mm-wave signals.

After the proper OFC measurement, an Erbium-doped
fiber amplifier (EDFA) was set with 12 dB gain to com-
pensate for the losses caused by alignment and propagation,
transmitting 5 dBm and reaching an optical power of around
2 dBm at the RRU side. The optical frequency comb was
transmitted across a 12.5-km-long optical fronthaul of single-
mode fiber, aiming to provide a remote photonics-based
mm-wave generation by using a high-speed photodetector.
However, it is well known that analog radio over fiber
(A-RoF) transmissions may suffer from impairments induced
by chromatic dispersion, which causes a periodic fluctuation
of the RF output power known as signal fading [33]. For
instance, considering a signal with frequency f RF transmitted
in an A-RoF link, the first power fading, i.e., a power null,
occurs ideally at a first distance [33]:

L1 =
c

2Dλ20f
2
RF

, (1)

where D is the fiber linear dispersion parameter, λ0 is the
optical signal wavelength, and c is the speed of light. Sequen-
tially, the null points will occur at each distance interval:

1L =
c

Dλ20f
2
RF

. (2)

Fig. 5 presents a numerical evaluation regarding the fun-
damental electrical power fluctuation at the photodetector
output in an A-RoF link as a function of the RF frequency.
Two spans of standard SMF with D = 17 ps/nm·km have
been considered: the experimental link length of 12.5 km
and the maximum fronthaul link length of 20 km. Regard-
ing the 12.5-km link, following the equations, one could
expect fading points positioned at approximately 17.7, 30.6,
39.5 GHz, and so on. In addition, as expected, the link length
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FIGURE 5. Photodetected electrical power as a function of the frequency
for an analog RoF transmission for SMF links of 12.5 and 20 km.

increment directly impacts the periodicity of the nulls, which
can be critical for long A-RoF links and the transport of
high-frequency RF signals. Therefore, the photonics-based
techniques to generate mm-waves or even THz must consider
the impact of chromatic dispersion.

To evaluate the CD impact on the electrical comb genera-
tion, an optical frequency comb spacing of 2.5285 GHz has
been selected, whose seventh harmonic, at 17.7 GHz, falls
within a null after 12.5 km SMF propagation. Fig. 6 presents
the generated electrical tones at the PD output, after 12.5 km
of SMF link and the fading node simulation for the same
distance. It is worth mentioning that in the first measurement,
i.e., without parameters optimization, the electrical combwas
not flat. However, adjustments to the phase modulator bias
voltages and particularly to the phase shifters compensate
for the phase deviations caused by the optical fiber link
and drastically reduce the dispersion impact on the electrical
carriers. Consequently, the resulting electrical carrier does
not suffer from the fading effect when the PSs are properly
adjusted, thus, the in-phase electrical carriers sum after the
detection. Therefore, the proposed system is able to remotely
generate mm-wave signals minimizing the fading impact on
the electrical signals.

After the fading evaluation, we have set the optical fre-
quency comb spacing to 4 GHz in order to remotely gen-
erate mm-wave carriers within the standardized 5G FR2
(24.25-52.6 GHz), more specifically at 28 GHz. Fig. 7 reports
the electrical frequency comb measured at the photodetector
output by a 43 GHz electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA). The
average optical power was set to 2 dBm at the photode-
tector input. The PD is a 70 GHz Balanced Photodetector
(BPDV3120R) with a maximum average optical input power
of 16 dBm and a minimum responsivity of 0.45 A/W in the
optimum polarization condition. A flat 4 GHz spaced elec-
trical frequency comb can be appreciated with considerable
electrical power and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ranging up to
the mm-waves range. In addition, a slight RF power reduction
as a function of the frequency can be observed, mainly due
to the response of the components as well as the 1.5-m RF

FIGURE 6. Generated electrical comb after 12.5-km of SMF and the fading
nodes simulation for a 12.5-km A-RoF link.

FIGURE 7. Electrical frequency comb spaced by 4 GHz.

cable attenuation over the entire frequency range. Despite the
power reduction, one could expect the electrical frequency
comb can be used for the entire 5G FR2. It is worth mention-
ing that the phase modulators operate up to 7 GHz. Therefore,
the approach can be employed in a wide range of applications,
demanding only the management of the RF generator carrier
frequency and the choice of the desired multiplication factor.
In particular, our target was the 7-times multiplied electrical
signal (28 GHz), which presented suitable power and SNR of
around -28 dBm and 57 dB, respectively.

An ideal oscillator would produce a perfect sine wave,
however, in practical applications the generated signal
presents fluctuations in amplitude and phase. In particu-
lar, the phase fluctuations or the deviations from the ideal
periodicity cause the phase noise (commonly expressed in
dBc/Hz), which represents the noise power relative to the
carrier in a certain frequency offset or simply the spectral
density of the signal phase noise. In addition, the impact of
the phase noise on the system performance increases for high
frequency, since severe phase noise is caused and increased
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FIGURE 8. a) Phase noise measurements of the RF oscillator used as a
source at 4 GHz and the remote optically-generated carriers operating at
28 GHz and 40 GHz. b) Comparison of the OFC-based carrier with a
bench-top RF generator at 28 GHz with 500 kHz span.

by the loop synthesizers and active components operating at
mm-waves. One of the main issues caused by phase noise
into an orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)
signal is a phase rotation of all the sub-carriers, denoted
as common phase error (CPE) [34]. Consequently, phase
tracking reference signals (PTRS) have been added in 5G
NR systems for tracking the phase [2]. Although the PTRS
reduces the impact of the phase noise on the system per-
formance, mm-wave signals with low phase noise are still
mandatory.

Then, we performed phase-noise measurements to evaluate
the quality and stability of the photonics-based carriers gen-
erated at the remote radio unit. In our specific architecture,
we have never experienced any instabilities due to thermal
crosstalk effects on the PIC components and the comb gen-
erator response was not affected by small changes in the
modulation index (dependent on the modulator Vπ ). In this
way, no thermoelectric cooler (TEC) was required in the
experiments since the device was fixed on a metal surface
used as a heat sink, demanding just the control of the envi-
ronmental temperature. Fig. 8 a) reports the phase noise
measurements of the RF oscillator used as a source at 4 GHz
and the photonics-based carriers operating at 28 GHz and
40 GHz. Considering the RF generator, a phase noise of
around -76 dBc/Hz has been demonstrated for 1 kHz off-
set, whereas 28 GHz and 40 GHz reported -56 dBc/Hz
and -63 dBc/Hz, respectively. In particular, the phase noise
of optically multiplied signals using optical modulators is
approximately the phase noise of the source added with
20log10(m), beingm the multiplication factor [25]. Therefore,
the phase noise of the 28 GHz and the 40 GHz carriers
approximately follow the phase noise of the oscillator at
4 GHz added 20log10(7) and 20log10(10), respectively, the
expected phase noise increment at 28 GHz and 40GHz can be
appreciated. The last characterization consisted in comparing
the spectra of the OFC-based carrier with a 28 GHz signal
generated by the commercial Keysight E8267DRF generator,
as reported in Fig. 8 b). We have set a practically equivalent
electrical power and the measurement frequency span of

around 500 kHz. The performance of the remote and optically
generated carrier is similar to a bench-top 43-GHz electrical
generator. Therefore, the integrated OFC provides coherent
optical tones and consequently is able to provide configurable
frequency multiplication with low phase noise.

For the subsequent system demonstration, the gener-
ated low-phase noise signal at 28 GHz was employed to
up-convert a 5G NR signal and its performance was assessed.
The 5G NR baseband signal is generated at the RRU,
by the equipment denoted as 5G NR in Fig. 3. Fig. 9
shows a photograph of the complete experimental setup,
which is in accordance with the description of Fig. 3. The
28 GHz signal was filtered and individually amplified. After-
ward, the 5G NR signal provided by an arbitrary waveform
generator (AWG) Keysight M9505A was up-converted to
28 GHz by using a mixer. The 5G signal configuration
followed the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
reports focused on user equipment. We have used band-
widths up to 100 MHz since it is the maximum demodulation
bandwidth of the employed vector signal analyzer (VSA)
M9020A MXA.

FIGURE 9. Photograph of the experimental setup.

The 5G downlink shared channels (DL-SCH) were mod-
ulated using 16-QAM and 64-QAM. The primary (PSS)
and secondary synchronization signals (SSS) have also been
configured, enabling the UE to receive the frame time and
cell-id. The 28-GHz 5G NR was then evaluated by the
VSA in terms of root mean square error vector magnitude
(EVMRMS). The 3GPP has defined maximum EVM val-
ues depending on the modulation, i.e., 8.0%, 12.5%, and
17.5% for 64-QAM, 16-QAM, and QPSK (quadrature phase-
shift keying) schemes, respectively. Fig. 10 presents the
EVMRMS performance of the photonics-based 5G NR signal
at 28 GHz as a function of the modulation index and signal
bandwidth.

Considering 20-MHz bandwidth with 16-QAM, we have
achieved 80Mbit/s and EVMRMS around 3.05%, whereas the
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FIGURE 10. EVMRMS evaluation of the photonics-based 5G NR signal
at 28 GHz as a function of the modulation scheme and bandwidth.

64-QAM provided 120 Mbit/s and EVMRMS around 2.85%.
The received symbols in the constellation can be clearly
distinguished. The synchronism symbols are represented in
blue and green (BPSK) and QPSK modulation, whereas the
data symbols are reported in orange tones with 16-QAM
and 64-QAM. We have then increased the signal bandwidth
and measured the obtained EVMRMS for multiple points.
In the experiment, the optical and electrical power were
kept the same, resulting in an electrical signal of around -
18 dBm. Since we have only reconfigured the 5G bandwidth,
i.e., from 10 MHz up to 100 MHz, and the channel power
was always kept around -18 dBm, the bandwidth increment
results in a slight SNR reduction, and consequently in an
EVM degradation. For 100 MHz bandwidth the 64-QAM
signal attained 600 Mbit/s with EVMRMS around 5.4 %,
fulfilling the requirements with more than 2.6% of margin.
In addition, the 16-QAM operating with 100 MHz band-
width provided 400 Mbit/s and plenty of margins, i.e., 7.7%.
To increase the throughput of the 16-QAM, we have occu-
pied the bandwidth with 16- and 64-QAM signals, attaining
around 550 Mbit/s. In general, the OFC-based 5G NR signals
met the 3GPP requirements with margins up to 7.7%, which
might be used to implement the 5G access points at 28 GHz.
Therefore, the proposed approach for remote mm-wave gen-
eration has shown potential for integrating the 5G networks,
aiming to replace high-frequency generators at the remote
radio unit.

IV. CONCLUSION
We have successfully proposed and experimentally demon-
strated the use of an integrated optical frequency comb
generator for remotely generating mm-waves 5G signals. The
Indium Phosphide OFC generator is composed of cascaded
phase modulators and is adjustable in respect of OFC cen-
ter and tone spacing. The photonic integrated circuit was

applied in a C-RAN architecture and the generated OFC
was transported in a 12.5 km SMF link aiming to remotely
generate 5G signals at 28 GHz.

We have evaluated the impairments induced by the
chromatic dispersion on the generated electrical carriers,
which leads the RF output power to a periodic fluctua-
tion known as signal fading. Despite the CD impact, the
obtained results demonstrated that controlling the PM bias
and the PSs intensely reduces the CD impact on the carriers,
resulting in a relatively flat electrical comb without null
points.

The OFC-based and remotely generated carrier at 28 GHz
was then employed to up-convert a 100 MHz 5G new radio
signal, which was evaluated in terms of EVMRMS. The OFC-
based 5G NR signals achieved 600 Mbit/s with EVMRMS
margins up to 7.7%, which might be used to deploy an5G
access point operating at 28 GHz, demonstrating the sys-
tem feasibility to remotely generate mm-waves without CD
impact, aiming to replace complex and high-frequency gen-
erator at the RRU. Future works regard the use of the PIC to
generate a coherent dual-wavelength optical frequency comb,
enabling the generation of higher frequencies up to sub-THz
carriers.
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